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Introduction

This paper and presentation will further the authors’ previous activities related to dual career hiring [1-2] and address some updated hints for dual career hiring as well as suggestions related to advancement, both within your current university as well as looking at dual career moves to other universities. Hints have been derived from over ten years of experience as a faculty member, search committee member and department head sitting on both sides of the issue. Besides the authors’ experience, we have discussed with several other dual career academic couples how they have worked to advance both of their careers.

Hiring new engineering and science faculty is a challenging process. Dual career issues have added an extra layer of challenge to this process. In diversifying faculty, consideration of dual career couples for open faculty positions is essential. A recent National Research Council Survey [3] found that nearly 60% of all female engineering faculty members had a spouse working in science or engineering. Many articles [4-10] and even one book [11] discuss the issues related to dual career hiring and advancement. A recent study at Cornell University sponsored by the Sloan Foundation found that couples working at the same university are happier and report less stress than those working apart [4]. This study helped quantify issues discussed in an earlier article in the Chronicle of Higher Education [5].

Dual career issues can be accentuated in smaller university towns or cities where the university is the only or one of the only major employers in the area, decreasing other employment opportunities for trailing spouses. In the engineering and related science departments (which include Physics, Math and Chemistry) at Mississippi State University, of the 28 women who have held faculty appointments in the 11 academic units over the past 20 years, 11 have been part of a dual career academic couple. Of the 20 women currently on the faculty, 7 are part of dual career academic couples, with all of the spouses holding or have held faculty appointments within the 11 academic units included in this proposal.

The following sections provide some suggestions related to these topics:

- Hints for Dual Career Couples when Seeking an Academic Position
- Hints for Search Committees Dealing with Dual Career Couples
- Advancement as a Dual Career Couple
- Making it All Work: Balancing Professional and Personal Issues
- Hints for Working in the Same Department
Hints for Dual Career Couples when Seeking an Academic Position

When seeking dual career academic positions, we have found in our previous work and confirmed through experience some guidelines that should help candidates have the highest probability of success:

- Once one of you is contacted by the Department Head or search committee chair, make that person aware that you are part of a dual career couple. Working out two positions takes time. If you wait until you receive an offer, it may be too late for the university to work out two positions.
- It is critical to work out details of both positions before arriving on campus, including salary, laboratory space, teaching loads, and research start-up funds. Resist the temptation to get this set with one person with an oral agreement on the trailing spouse that “everything will be taken care of when you arrive on campus”.
- Talk to dual career couples at your present university to get some suggestions and ideas of how they handled their dual career search.
- Talk with dual career couples at the university where you are interviewing to see how they feel the climate is for couples.

Hints for Search Committees Dealing with Dual Career Couples

While finding a suitable dual career situation is a challenge for many couples seeking academic positions, it is also presents some unique difficulties for search committees. In order to be the most accommodating when attempting to hire dual career couples, we have found several things in particular to be helpful to successfully hiring a dual career couple:

- Always invite the candidate to bring a “guest” with them on their on campus interview. This will allow the candidate to make a more informed decision about the opportunities for both people at your university.
- Put together a schedule of events for the guest. Communicate directly with the guest to try and find out what opportunities they are interested in during their visit. We have had spouses which were interested in working in the elementary schools in the area, were interested in a faculty position in another department, or who simply wanted to get a better feeling for the area.
- Many universities now have some dual career faculty couples. If you are not aware of how your university handles dual career hiring, you might consider contacting some of the dual career couples at your university to find out the mechanics of how their hiring took place. While this is often a “moving target” at many universities, this will at least give you some background on who the key players were in a successful dual career hiring.
- If in your conversations with the candidate, it becomes clear that a tenure track or other university position will be needed to be part of the eventual decision to locate at your university or not, ask for a complete C.V. and contact information. Without some detailed information to look at, it is very difficult to know whom to contact on campus about opportunities for the guest or spouse.
- Involve a person with decision-making authority if a second position will be needed. Depending on whether the additional hire will be in the same department, college, or
Advancement as a Dual Career Couple

Once the dual career couple has been hired and starts their careers, the next step is to look at advancing as individuals and as a couple. It is very important that the couple talks about each individual’s goals. These may change some as your careers evolve. This may also depend on opportunities that become available at your present university.

Moving as a dual career couple has some advantages over the first hiring process. Faculty more advanced in their careers have established a professional reputation and are a more known quantity. However, it is also more challenging as you may have to move two labs, finish graduate students, and complete some research projects. Some thoughts relating to advancement are:

- A dual career couple member may apply a little earlier for a desired administrative position so that they can advance locally without transplanting the spouse. Dual career couples may need to be a little more creative with advancement opportunities within their local university if they do not wish to relocate.
- If you or your spouse is interested in administration advancement, both partners should maintain as marketable a position within your current university as possible. This will help with resources at your current institution as well as for opportunities at other institutions.
- In a move, look for opportunities for both spouses to advance in the new environment. Compare these to your current situation.
- Be careful about moves that only provide good advancement for one of the spouses. A perfect job for one person without a comparable job for the trailing spouse may not be a perfect situation for the couple. If the trailing spouse is unhappy, this may cause problems for all.
- Talk, Talk, Talk! Each couple must work out their arrangements for advancement. Sometimes this may mean temporary separations (NSF or sabbatical). Sometimes this may mean one spouse leads and one follows and the next time, the trailing spouse leads.

Making it All Work: Balancing Professional and Personal Issues

In an NRC profile of female engineering faculty [3], greater than 50% of the respondents indicated that their career had been negatively impacted when asked about balancing personal and professional issues. This topic is not solely a concern of female faculty, but also a concern of many junior level male faculty members. Additionally the profile found that 57% of the female engineering faculty had one or more dependents. Several articles have discussed issues relating to having children in academic positions [12-14]. Surprisingly some articles discuss how people who are satisfactorily balancing work and home can help their careers [15-16].

In discussing this topic with other dual career couples, there are several common “themes” that arise which can help couples balance work and family effectively:
• Hire work out to be done. This can include hiring a nanny if you have children, who can help with getting homework done after school, can transport children to after school activities, and can serve as a babysitter during work related evening events. Additionally, consider hiring someone to come and clean your house a couple times each month. Finally, yard work and construction projects are two other areas where you can often hire someone to do this on a regular basis.

• Don’t try to carpool with each other to work. Inevitably, each person will have different meetings to attend, different classes to teach, and different after hours functions. Couples often find it very difficult to carpool in with each other due to vastly different schedules during the day.

• There is no perfect time to have children with two faculty positions. If it is something you want to do as a couple, work it out together.

• Discuss balancing family with professional life with your spouse once you are both employed. This will avoid some unnecessary stress if you divide up the activities at the beginning of the year. In our family, Kirk handles fixing breakfast, kid’s athletics, and Boy Scouts, and drops the boys at school several times per week. On the other hand, Noel handles all activities at the boy’s schools, Cub Scouts, and coordinating schedules.

• Coordinate travel schedules. Often you can vary work travel enough so that both of you are not out of town at the same time. Typically, with some careful scheduling, we will have only one or two days a year when we are both out of town.

Hints for Working in the Same Department

When discussing dual career issues with other couples, several work in the same department, and had some suggestions and hints on how to be successful while in the same academic unit:

• Be careful about working together too much prior to tenure. It can be difficult to separate technical contributions in papers and research projects during your probationary period. While it is fine to work together, exercise judgment on how much you should do with your spouse or partner

• Create a separate identity for yourself. Do not accept messages, phone calls, or offer opinions for your spouse. When dealing with this issue with office staff, make sure to communicate with them in private how you would like this handled with you and your partner.

Summary

It is possible for dual career academic couples to both have successful careers. However besides the normal professional challenges, dual career couples often need additional planning as well as continuous communications about their individual goals within the couple environment to make it work. In hiring the keys for couples relate to early communications to the university and getting details in writing for trailing spouses. For search committees, inviting spouses/partners on campus during the interview process and involving the higher administration early in the process are important. For advancement couples must be creative locally to find advancement opportunities, continually re-assess individual goals and make certain that any move has some
benefits for both people. For balancing personal and professional activities, besides constant communications, couples need to hire services that provide support for household and family activities. For couples within the same department, each faculty member should strive to establish his/her own identify. Often by working through these challenges, the contributions and accomplishments of the couple can be greater than the sum of the parts.
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